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Participating in China’s Broadcasting Revolution

During the year under review, DVN has continued to expand its digital media

transmission business.  After the reorganization of its business operations within its group

companies, DVN streamlined its businesses and largely focused on promoting its cutting

edge digital broadcasting technology in the form of developing and providing end-to-end

digital media transmission systems to cable TV (“CATV”) operators.  DVN foresees

exceptional growth and profitability in this line of business.

DVN provides digital interactive TV platforms to CATV operators that enable them to

quickly increase their revenues by offering subscribers interactive pay TV services. DVN

not only provides the hardware, software and applications that allow a CATV operator to

operate a digital broadcasting business, but also supplies the digital set top box (“STB”)

required by the subscriber to receive the digital broadcasts and multimedia content and

services to be broadcast over the platform.

DVN also provides international financial and consumer data content through its group

company, Dynamic Network Limited (“Dynamic”).  However, under the existing business model

of distributing the data to personal computer end-users, its growth and profitability has been

limited due to the extremely competitive nature of the market.  However, DVN is currently

working to refocus Dynamic’s business model and disseminate its international financial data

over DVN’s digital platforms in order to reach TV end-users, an untapped market.   

DVN had installed, by December 2000, eight digital broadcasting platforms in four

provinces and four municipalities throughout China, giving DVN access to over 19

million existing CATV subscribers.

In 2000, extreme effort was focused on streamlining operations and rolling out DVN’s digital

broadcasting platforms in China.  As a result, DVN significantly reduced its operating losses

before provisions and write-offs from HK$184.8million for 1999 to HK$51.8 million in 2000. 

DVN felt it prudent to write off the goodwill from its investment in Dynamic due to the

competitive market environment.  DVN has also booked a large provision against doubtful

loan receivables incurred through the divestment of non-core business units. By taking such a

write off and booking a large provision, DVN’s future financials will more accurately portray the

performance of its digital transmission business and not be skewed by historical events that are

unrelated to the current business of DVN.  As such DVN booked provisions and write offs

amounting to approximately HK$127.5 million.  

DVN’s operating losses after provisions and write offs amounted to approximately

HK$179.3 million, which although less than the operating losses of HK$300.4 million in

1999, does not accurately portray the performance of its core business unit, digital

media transmission or the groundwork put in place to return DVN to profitability. We

expect that once DVN’s partners commence full roll outs of their interactive pay TV

services, DVN’s revenues will grow substantially.
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Innovative System Integration at Affordable Prices

DVN’s strengths lay in its innovative system integration and the benefits it will bring to

CATV operators and subscribers in China.  DVN’s systems are widely accepted as being

the most cost effective, easily implemented integrated digital platform to profitably offer

subscribers interactive pay TV services. 

CATV operators save significant costs from using a totally integrated, turnkey solution,

designed by DVN. These significant savings and a short construction period allow the

CATV operators to offer interactive TV services quickly and at prices affordable to the

level of economic development in China.

Total Solution Provider

DVN is able to provide to China CATV operators a very advanced digital broadcasting

platform that complies with international standards.  DVN’s platform is inclusive of the

hardware, software and applications needed by the CATV operator to run a digital

broadcasting business; the digital STB required by the subscriber to receive the digital

broadcasts; and content and value-added services to be broadcast over the platform.

CATV operators, instead of using multiple vendors to piece together a digital

broadcasting system, benefit significantly from using DVN’s turnkey solution. 

DVN has devoted substantial resources to developing a unique, total solution digital

broadcasting system for China that would address the demands of both the subscribers

and the CATV operators.   DVN’s system increases the revenue generating potential of the

CATV operators without any necessary upgrades to the existing cable network as well as

provides the subscriber with premium services for which they are ready and willing to

pay.   A win win solution for all.

Access to China’s Broadcasting Industry

China’s broadcasting industry is largely closed to foreign involvement.

Foreigners are barred from investing in CATV networks.  In December

2000, to fur ther strengthen the government’s control over the

broadcasting industry, China’s broadcasting industry watchdog, the

State Administration of Radio, Film and Television (“SARFT”),

promulgated new licensing procedures for CATV operators who

wish to offer their subscribers digital pay TV services.  Hebei

provincial CATV, one of DVN’s leasing partners, received the first

such license to be issued in March 2001 and expects to begin

commercial roll out of these services within the second half of

2001.   As DVN does not own or operate any broadcasting

assets, it is legally able to obtain exposure to China’s potentially

lucrative broadcasting industry without contravening Chinese laws

and regulations. 
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Tangible Monetary Results

With the installation of eight platforms in China, over 19 million subscribers will be able

to access interactive digital broadcasts.  

By year-end, DVN had sold outright three digital broadcasting platforms in year 2000,

and recorded HK$26.3 million in sales.  DVN expects to commission within 2001 the

sales of another two platforms to its strategic partners, which were installed in year

2000.  DVN had also entered into leasing agreements with three CATVs by year-end

and receives technology support and equipment fees from the additional income derived

by the CATV from the use of DVN’s system.  This arrangement provides DVN access to

the subscription fees collected by the CATVs for the provision of interactive pay TV

services.  DVN has targeted for its leasing contracts the richest and most populous

regions within China.  

DVN has already begun receiving technology support and equipment fees and received

the first payment from subscription fee collected in Suzhou for the month of December.  

DVN also receives revenue from the sale of its STBs and the provision of

content introduced by DVN and broadcast over CATV’s digital platform. DVN

expects to start generating income from value added services, such as on line

stock trading, in year 2001. 

Springboard for Strong Revenue Growth

DVN is at the cusp of realizing substantial revenue growth from the anticipated

full roll out of interactive pay TV services in multiple provinces.  The unexpected

promulgation of licensing procedures for pay TV services by the SARFT last

December has slowed down somewhat the expected penetration of interactive

pay TV services.  However, access to subscription fees coupled with sales of

STBs expected from the roll out of services in Hebei and Shandong provinces

within the second half of 2001 provide DVN the upside from increasing

subscriber numbers.  Limited roll out of the services, which include real time and

personalized news and financial information services, are expected in the other

provinces where DVN’s platforms are installed, but the required pay TV licenses

have not yet been received.

DVN continues to install its platforms in new locations throughout China. As of March

31st, 2001, DVN had signed one new contract and was negotiating another to install its

systems on long term leasing basis and had entered into arrangement for the sale of four

platforms to its strategic partner, giving DVN access to a further 15 million CATV

subscribers.
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DVN endeavors to bring the highest quality content to the CATV operators to broadcast

over the platforms.  Quality content will not only provide CATV operators a marketing

advantage and assist in the promotion of premium pay TV services but also increase the

revenue potential of the CATV operators.  DVN also plans to introduce interesting and

desirable interactive applications over the platform that will turn the subscribers’ TV into a

point of sales terminal and concurrently generate a new revenue source for the CATV

operators.  DVN is already in discussion with major securities firms to install the

application software necessary to trade stocks on-line over DVN’s platform. 

DVN will continue to invest in research and development to maintain its cutting edge in

digital broadcasting technology.  In the first three months of 2001, DVN has established a

new research and development center in Shenzhen staffed with 40 people to focus on the

development of miniature digital video broadcasting systems for community networks.  This

is in addition to DVN’s research and development centers in Shanghai and Hong Kong

and an engineering center in Shenzhen.  

As DVN’s system works on both one-way and two-way cable networks as well as

presents CATV operators an affordable solution to digital broadcasting, DVN’s platform

has been received favorably by CATV operators outside of China, in particular Southeast

Asia. DVN is following up aggressively these business opportunities and believes that

such opportunities outside of the China market could contribute significantly to its growth. 

Risk Management

DVN’s exposure to China’s broadcasting industry brings about a degree of uncertainty.

Due to the newness of digital broadcasting technology and its capabilities, the

broadcasting industry‘s structure and regulations are evolving.  However, the trend in

China, as promoted by the SARFT, is to upgrade China‘s broadcasting industry from

analogue to digital.  DVN‘s technology supports this switch. Furthermore, as DVN‘s

business model is in accordance to China‘s current rules and regulations, it has

minimized the inherent risks.  However, DVN will closely monitor changes in the market

and adopt a prudent and adaptive approach in order to maximize shareholders‘ value. 

Gratitude to shareholders, management and staff

I would like to thank all DVN’s staff for their hard work and commitment, which gives the

Group the dynamism to succeed in this cutting edge industry.  I would also like to extend

my appreciation to the other Board members for their invaluable contributions and to our

shareholders for their continued support. 
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